Elements of a
well-prepared garden bed
Flat surface

Oriented perpendicular to slope

Having a flat bed reduces runoff and soil
erosion from the bed during heavy rains.

Beds that are oriented perpendicular to the slope can
stop rainfall from running down the slope, but beds
that follow the slope risk having rainfall run straight
through them. Heavy rains will erode the beds’
topsoil and can wash newly planted seeds away.
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Air and water pores remain
intact throughout soil profile.

Fine soil tilth reduces stress on
plant roots as they are growing
and allows roots to have good
contact with the soil so they can
easily absorb nutrients, air, and
water.
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Reduced bare soil by using mulches
Bare soil is prone to erosion and water evaporation
during sunny days. Give gardeners examples of how
to cover soil here with either living or ‘dead’ mulch.
‘Living mulch’ are plants that will cover the soil, while
‘dead’ mulch is dried leaves, grass, or other parts of
dried plants. Soil can also be covered with rocks or
bark from a dead tree.

Has designated pathways
Pathways allow us to tend to our gardens without
stepping on our beds. When we step on our garden
beds, we destroy the air and water pores our plants
need to access nutrients and water.
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Free from weed seeds as much
as possible
Less work throughout the season to remove weeds.
Weeds compete with crops for water and nutrients.

Width allows weeding the center of
the bed without stepping in it
A bed with the appropriate width allows us to tend
to our garden without stepping in our beds and
compacting our soil.

